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About This Content

This DLC lets you switch the BGMs of "Phantom Breaker: Battle Grounds" between the nostalgic PSG sound generator version,
and the gorgeous FM sound generator version.
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These arrangements don't sound nearly as good as the original versions of the songs.

It really sucks that this is paid DLC. I wouldn't mind if they were included in the base game already. And like another review
said; they don;t even bother giving you MP3\/FLAC files of the songs.

Even as an overzealous PBBG fan myself I can't bring myself to like these songs.. Good vibes!. Too bad these generated songs
aren't added to the soundtrack DLC. That aside, a pretty cool DLC option.. This will make PBBG sound like a Sega Genesis
game. Sadly, it doesn't sound half as good as Streets of Rage 2.

This doesn't change any of the tracks to new compositions, just the instrumentation.

As someone who really enjoyed the OST of this game, I was disappointed by this. Honestly, most of the instrumentation sounds
much worse than before. About the only track that sounds better than before is the Escape stage. Demonsphere Stage sounds
like they straight up forgot to unmute an instrument track; it's missing notes compared to the original!

It also doesn't appear that you get the new music in any usable form (no MP3, WAV, FLAC), so even if you do like it, you can't
take it with you.

Oh, and the "stage complete" jingle is unchanged.

EDIT: This appears to be the music they used in the PS4 version, so I recommend looking up a few clips so you can hear what it
sounds like for yourself.. Someone else said they don't like it because they preferred the original soundtrack, but I don't think
that's a good reason to not recommend this soundtrack. I personally enjoy the FM sound a lot, and I tend to swap back and forth
between the two each time I run through the game. It's worth to get on sale, at the very least.. Essential DLC right here. Really
good FM arrangements and sounds very in tune to what you'd hear on Genesis\/Megadrive and PC-98 games. Only real gripe is
that there no MP3 or FLACs for this :(.
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